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On 01/08/2003, Francine J. York, date of birth
08/26/1936, 14333 Addison Street, Sherman Oaks, California,
telephone number (818)906-7869, was interviewed. After being
advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of
the interview, York voluntarily provided the following information:

York was referred to[
chiropractor
used

3
, by one of her friends in approximately 1999. York
]
as her chiropractor up until a few months ago.

York was introduced to
j

by[
I

;

Although York typically saw
|_

j-shei I I uypxccd.XJ.y tsaw j i sne

recalled that on at least one occasion she was examined by | |

I
She felt very ill, like she had the flu, and was supposed

to act in a commercial . | | took her over to I
I side of

the office.
| |

examined York while
| Iwas in the exam

I [
wrote York a prescription for antibiotics after

examining her.

However,
.

never examined York for any chiropractic
or orthopedic type problems.

| never prescribed any
chiropractic treatments, physical therapy or physiotherapy for
York.

I I
never designed any treatment plans involving

chiropractic care, physical therapy or physiotherapy for York.
I nexamined York for her chiropractic problems and prescribed
and performed her chiropractic treatments, physical therapy and
physiotherapy during the time period that he was her chiropractor.

York remembered an occasion where she had been treated by
I
but

been seen by
had put down that York had

]
had treated her , not f

1.- a js. iict

for that visit. York told | | that

didn't matter because f
medical group. York knew that I

noticed other incidences where(_

^told York that it

]
worked in the same

Idid the billing. York also
J
name was on paperwork

she received from the insurance company for visits where she had
been treated by

| |
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Continuation ofFD-302 of Francine J . York
On 01/08/2003

York was trsatsd fracruontlv i joffice up to twice a week. During
she observed that there was a high turnover gf gbff

«?grref
^

chiropractors when SAG stogggd°gagigg fgg^'gje
L I

York commented that shfs urr^na mit- S .

to
ha^anlpulated bluings to n.aS"

HsHgggg®’' expensive clothes and otger


